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cutting loose

If there’s one thIng that never faIls to stIr up a longIng for travel In me, it’s too many days of 
routine. too many days when everything goes as planned, nothing is too surprising, and people can get in touch with me at the touch 
of a button. I’ve found the perfect antidote for routine, however: adventure. preferably an adventure into the wild unknown, where 
cell phones and internet aren’t available, and the limits of my comfort are (ever so slightly) stretched. It was with this in mind that 
we set off to namibia – to the orange river and the fish river Canyon, to see what the desert held in store for us.

Bridget McNulty sets off oN a road trip arouNd NaMiBia,  
lookiNg for a taste of the wild uNkNowN.

iN search of adveNture
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eat
Ai Ais has an on-site 
restaurant with a set menu 
of mainly meat (kudu or 
steak) options.
Both Canon Lodge and Fish 
river Lodge offer full board 
options.
The Namibian roads are 
notoriously empty of any 
charming spots to eat, so if 
you don’t take padkos along, 
you’ll most probably be 
eating wimpy at a roadside 
petrol station.
sleep
Ai Ais: r320 or r420 per 
person sharing (bed and 
breakfast) or take the family 
rooms for r525 for a family 
of 4 (bed only). Camping is 
also very popular. www.nwr.
com.na
Canon Lodge: depending 
on season, r850 to r1020 
per person sharing (bed and 
breakfast). www.gondwana-
collection.com
Fish river Lodge: r1125 
per person sharing (dinner, 
bed and breakfast). www.
fishriverlodge-namibia.com
Papkuilsfontein Guest 
Farm: r330 per person 
sharing (bed only), r580 
per person sharing (dinner, 
bed and breakfast). www.
papkuilsfontein.com

Orange River rafting
our first five nights were spent under the stars on 
the banks of the orange river. after a night at the 
fabulous felix unite base camp (think poolside bar 
looking out over a sweep of untamed river) we climbed 
into our canoes and set off for four days of paddling 
down 75km of mostly-still, sometimes-turbulent water, 
carrying only what we could fit into the waterproof 
buckets of our canoes. there is something deliciously 
relaxing about travelling by self-powered boat: not only 
do you decide what pace you go at, but you get to really 
see the surrounding scenery. every centimetre of it, as 
it glides past. the food was a series of magic tricks as 
the guides whipped up roast lamb, spaghetti bolognaise 
and crumpets-from-scratch with nothing but an open 
fire and a chopping board. sleeping under the stars, 
without a hint of electricity in sight and with the balmy 
breeze whispering us to sleep… We were sad to climb 
out of the river at trip’s end.

Ai Ais Hot Springs Resort
sad and a little filthy, to be honest. four days without 
washing (except in the river) will do that to you. so 
while the rest of our gang headed back to south 
african civilisation, we headed further into namibia: 
into the desert, to three locations around the edge of 
the mighty fish river Canyon.

the first glimpse of the fish river Canyon is from 
afar – a long dirt road that leads to the majestic line 
of the top of the canyon, blue-grey on the horizon. at 
160km long, up to 27km wide and almost 550m deep, 
the fish river Canyon is the second largest canyon in 
the world – and it looks it. to fully appreciate our first 
stop, the ai ais hot springs resort, you have to go for 
a walk in the canyon. It is most famously known as the 
end point of the 5 day, 85km fish river Canyon hike, 
but even a 20 minute walk into the surrounding desert 
will give you the idea. Just out of range of the resort, 
all is hot and dry: an endless expanse of brown sand, 
fine as dust, lined by huge piles of rock and granite. 
the stillness is intense and reverent, broken only by the 
distant twittering of birds, the buzzing of insects, and 
the occasional bark of a baboon. 

from this environment, the presence of a resort 
with plentiful drinking water, a sparkling blue pool fed 
by the hot spring, an indoor pool shaded at all times 
from the sun and (wait for it) airconditioned rooms 
with comfortable beds is nothing short of miraculous.

the resort (run by namibia Wildlife resorts, similar 
to the national parks Board in south africa) is perfect 
for families. Kids can happily run around playing 
between the two pools (outdoor heated, indoor less 
so) or exploring the pools of the gently flowing river 
from the banks. there’s a spa, a well stocked bar, and 
plenty of loungers by the pool. It is the perfect place 
to unwind and relax, to recover from the excitement of 
the orange river.
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water sports

this page, clockwise from top left Bucket showers 

are a true luxury in this undeveloped paradise; 

supper each night really is fresh from the sea; 

gentle seas make for easy paddling; supper 

each night really is fresh from the sea

opposite the waters off the east coast 

of Madagascar are the most important 

breeding spot for humpback whales in 

the eastern hemisphere
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GettinG there air Madagascar flies direct from Joburg to antananariva, from r5 800 return, and from antananariva to 
Maroantsetra, from r4 380 return; www.travelstart.co.za. true Blue surf & island travel can custom-design a Masoala sea-

kayak trip – contact 0860 872 835, candice@truebluetravel.co.za, www.truebluetravel.co.za

Quiver Tree Forest
once you’re totally relaxed, you can head off on 
another adventure: a trip to the Quiver tree forest and 
giant’s playground in Keetmanshoop. It’s not really on 
the way to anywhere (although you could plan a route 
around it), but it’s an easy day trip between lodges 
– around 3 hours each way. the roads in namibia 
are perfectly straight and the sun is so relentless 
it shimmers the horizon into silver liquid, which 
evaporates as we near it. It’s the only hint of water in 
the desert, which flattens out to straw-coloured plains 
of scrub and dry grass with a fierce beauty: this is not 
landscape for the faint-hearted.

there are trees here and there, often weighted 
down by enormous hanging nests made by social 
weavers. every so often we catch a glimpse of a faraway 
quiver tree, endemic to the northern Cape and 
southern namibia, that look like a child’s drawing of a 
tree, complete with scribbled leaves.

none of the trees in the Quiver tree forest are 
planted, so they form a scattered forest of rare plants 
(actually aloes), each one unique. the trees can grow 
up to 9m high, with the trunks up to 1m in diameter – 
the largest trees in this forest are between 200 and 300 
years old.

Just as ancient is giant’s playground, an enormous 
collection of rocks stacked on top of each other that 
look as if a couple of giants have been throwing them 
around. It’s a bit of a maze, but there’s a clearly 
marked path to lead us through it and out the other 
side.

Canon Lodge
the first thing you’ll notice about Canon lodge, our 
second stop, is that it is beautiful – strikingly beautiful. 
the natural granite boulders, piled up into rocky hills 
or dotted around in the middle of the desert, have been 
incorporated into the chalets as a unique rock ‘feature’: 
ours was a shower and toilet set into the curve of a 
giant boulder.

the lodge is part of the gondwana Collection, 
which includes the nearby Canon village and 
mountain Camp, and the slightly further away 
roadhouse. apart from that it’s just desert out here 
– rocky, multi-hued desert that forms part of a nature 
resort.

the lodge offers guided hikes, drives and horse 
riding in the area, as well as a free sunset sundowner 
walk to the top of the nearest hill for a spectacular 
sunset view. You can also pop down the road to Canon 
roadhouse (filled with vintage memorabilia and car 

relics) for a quirky lunch alternative. But there are two 
things that really set Canon lodge apart: its proximity 
to the fish river Canyon main viewpoint (a mere 
20km away) which means access to the viewpoint 
before most other tourists have rolled out of bed, 
and the swimming pool. this is a swimming pool wet 
dreams are made of. set on the edge of the desert away 
from all the chalets, it’s a blue oasis of cool, clear water 
surrounded by lush green grass. heavenly.

Fish River Lodge
our final stop, on the other side of the canyon, was 
fish river lodge: a place that gives new meaning to 
the phrase ‘the middle of nowhere’. even the driveway 
– a 19km sprawling dirt road through vast emptiness 
– makes you wonder if it’s possible to find a lodge out 
here. and then you walk in the front door and all is 
forgiven.

the lodge perches directly on the rim of the fish 
river Canyon, which means breathtaking views from 
sunrise to sunset. the wall of glass as you enter the 
lodge testifies to this, as does the wooden deck and 
pool with arguably the best views in southern namibia, 
and the private patios offering the same.

the interiors are worthy of this majestic setting. the 
architect, namibian-born andy Chase, developed a 
contemporary design that manages to be both modern 
and comfortable, while letting the scenery take first 
place. the interior design (courtesy of local namibians 
hanlie prathmann and Karin le roux) complement the 
architecture perfectly. simple interiors with a palette 
of greys, browns and purples taken from the distant 
hills beyond the canyon make it feel as if the lodge is an 
extension of the canyon. 

In short? a space to relax, to soak up the beauty, 
to drink ice cold cocktails with your feet in the pool, 
looking out over the canyon. and to eat – the food is 
really something special, especially for mid-desert fare.

and then it’s back on the road, towards south 
africa once again.

Homeward bound
the worst part about a road trip is when you know 
it’s ending, and all you really have to do is cover 
the kilometres to get back home. But we decided 
to indulge in one more night of adventure: at 
papkuilsfontein guest farm in nieuwoudtville, just 
over 4 hours from Cape town. It’s an easy stopover, 
especially if you take the Botterkloof pass back to 
the n7, and it was one of the highlights of our road 
trip. a stunning location, a beautifully green canyon 


